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Burnout and Physical Activity in Medical Students

P Macilwraith, D Bennett,

Department of Medicine, University College Cork

Abstract

Burnout is associated with increased levels of stress and lower productivity; however, it is

unclear what factors contribute to its development. This study aims to quantify levels of

burnout in UCC medical students and to investigate whether physical activity levels are

associated with burnout in medical students. Medical students (n=383) at University College

Cork were surveyed and the collected data analysed. On the Maslach Burnout Inventory-

Student Survey (MBI-SS), 44.8% of students reported high levels of Emotional Exhaustion (EE),

25.6% reported high levels of Cynicism (CY), and 51.2% reported low levels of Professional

Efficacy (PE). On the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ), 53.2% of

respondents were found to engage in Health-Enhancing Physical Activity (HEFA-active).

Gender, year group and nationality group appear to be associated with the prevalence of

burnout and physical activity levels. Higher levels of physical activity are associated with

higher professional efficacy but this relationship requires further research.
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Introduction

Burnout can be defined as a combination of physical and mental fatigue and unrest accelerated mainly by

occupational and professional demands . It has been described as a combination of Emotional

Exhaustion, Cynicism and a decreased sense of Professional Efficacy . Burnout is a common occurrence

among individuals working in the medical profession and it is estimated to occur in 40% of doctors from

the United States, though some studies have cited levels of 76% in doctors working in internal

medicine . It is uncertain what leads to burnout but we are increasingly realising that for many doctors

burnout originates in college, with levels of 49% among US medical students and between 28-61% in

Australia . There is significant published literature on burnout in medical students. Four studies found

higher levels of burnout in medical students compared with the general population .

The impact of burnout includes lower quality of life, decreased academic performance and reduced levels

of mental and physical wellbeing . This in turn reduces an individual's ability to cope with personal and

professional responsibilities and perpetuates an increased susceptibility to burnout as they transition

through their academic lives . Burnout was linked with increased serious thoughts of dropping out of

medical school in one study  and with specialty choice in another . Three studies showed an increase in

burnout as the years progressed in medical education .

A recognised modifying factor is physical activity and research has identified associations between

increased physical activity and decreased burnout levels . It has been shown that physical activity

levels are suboptimal in European students and in medical students in particular . Seldom has

research directly examined the relationship between physical activity and burnout in those studying

medicine, with most studies zoning in on medical professionals. This study evaluated the relationship

between physical activity and burnout in medical students at UCC.

Methods

This study was an observational, cross-sectional questionnaire based survey of medical students. All

undergraduate medical students at University College Cork (n=1004) were eligible to participate in the

study. Demographic data was collected including age, sex, nationality, method of entry, examination

success rates and extracurricular activities. Tools used consisted of the Maslach Burnout Inventory-

Student Survey and the International Physical Questionnaire Short Form. The Maslach Burnout Inventory-

Student Survey consists of fifteen questions on an ordinal scale assessing the three components of

burnout: Emotional Exhaustion, Cynicism and Professional Efficacy. The International Physical
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Questionnaire Short Form quantifies an individual's engagement in physical activity in the past week and

scores are calculated using the IPAQ Short Form manual, freely available online. Ethical approval for this

study was granted by the Cork Research Ethics Committee (CREC).

Data was coded and analysed using SPSS Statistics® V20.0. Bivariate analyses were used to identify if

aspects of burnout were associated with physical activity levels. Pearson’s co-efficient was calculated

comparing MBI sub-scale scores to Continuous Physical Activity scores. A Pearson’s coefficient

correlation of p<0.01 was considered statistically significant. The Kruskal Wallis Test and Chi Square

tests were used to compare the different variables across the year groups.

Results

Of an eligible 1004 students, 383 students were recruited and submitted a questionnaire. The response

rate was 38.2%.

Study Demographics:

More female medical students (63.2%, n=240) participated. Most students who took the survey (41.4%,

n=158) aged between 21 and 23, and student participation was relatively similar across year groups with

the highest participation in the 4  year group (39.8% of 4  year participated, n=94) and the lowest

participation in the 3  year group (26.9% of 3  year participated n=56). European students made up the

bulk of the study at 64.2% (n=246), as did DEMs (77.5%, n=297). Only 14.9% (n=57) of those who

participated had ever failed an end of module exam.

Burnout

Only 44.8% reported experiencing high levels of Emotional Exhaustion, and 25.6% of participants

reported high levels of Cynicism. Additionally, 51.2% reported low levels of Professional Efficacy. Female

students reported significantly higher levels of Emotional Exhaustion (p=0.02) than males. Those who had

never failed an end of module exam reported significantly higher levels of Emotional Exhaustion (p=0.03)

and higher levels of Professional Efficacy (p<0.001) than those who had. North American students

reported significantly higher Professional Efficacy (p=0.012) levels than all other nationality groups.

Professional Efficacy levels decreased significantly (p=0.004) with each year of study reaching lowest

levels in 4  year only to rise again to levels similar to the 1  year group in the 5  year group.

Physical Activity

Over half (53.2%) of respondents were found to be HEFA active, and 35.5% of participants were reported

as minimally active. Only 11.3% were found to be inactive. Chi-square analysis indicated that there was a

significant association between physical activity levels (low, medium and high) and gender (X2=13.683,
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p=0.001), with more male students (n=79, 66.4% of males) in the high levels of physical activity category

than their female counterparts (n=95, 45.2% of females). There was a significant difference in physical

activity levels between different nationalities (X6=21.557, p=0.001) with Asian students (n=19, 29.7% of

Asians) reporting the lowest proportion in the high physical activity levels category and European students

(n=129, 59.7% of Europeans) with the highest proportion. Final years reported the lowest levels of

physical activity and third years the highest (p=0.023). Higher levels of physical activity were observed in

DEMs compared to GEMs (p=0.005).

Correlations

There was a strong positive correlation between Emotional Exhaustion and Cynicism scores and a weak

negative correlation between Professional Efficacy and Cynicism. A weak positive correlation was

observed between Professional Efficacy and physical activity levels (Table 1).

 

Discussion

Levels of the burnout components at UCC were similar to those observed in comparable

studies . Female students reported significantly higher levels of Emotional Exhaustion than male

students and a greater proportion of male medical students were engaged regularly in physical activity

than female medical students.

The burnout component of this statement is in line with current research and suggests that interventions

targeting females are vital in tackling issues of burnout. The physical activity element is in direct contrast

to previous research where females were shown to perform a significantly greater level of physical activity

than their male counterparts . This suggests that the factors that influence females to engage in
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physical activity in Ireland must be examined to find out why this differs from females in these Asian and

British studies.

This study revealed high levels of HEFA active medical students with 53.2% of respondents in this

category. This is in line with five studies that showed that medical students engaged in more physical

activity than age-matched controls in the general population .

Three studies analysed found that physical activity levels decreased in medical students over the course

of their medical education , and again we observed a different trend with levels highest in third year

and lowest in final year with no linear pattern between first to final year. This may be due to lower

participation across certain years and a larger sample size may reveal different trends of physical activity

across the years of medical school.

Asian individuals had the lowest levels of physical activity and this was in line with international

research . European students had higher levels of physical activity than Asian students and again this

agrees with the current literature. This finding is very relevant to University College Cork, where this

research was carried out, given the large cohort of Malaysian students currently studying medicine in

UCC.

We found that increased Professional Efficacy is weakly correlated with increased physical activity levels.

This agrees with recent research . One of these studies found a negative correlation between

increased physical activity levels and Emotional Exhaustion levels but we did not observe a significant

correlation between these two variables . Nonetheless, this study suggests that promoting physical

activity in medical students may assist in protecting this population from some of the effects of burnout.

It seems that information on how to avoid burnout would be particularly useful early on as we found that

levels of Professional Efficacy decreased as the years went on from first to fourth year only to increase to

first year levels in final year. This suggests that students begin to feel overwhelmed and disengaged with

what they are learning as the years go on and do not feel relatively competent in their learning again until

their final year. Perhaps we need to look at the difference in subject matter taught across the years in

medical school, particularly in final year, and work to increase relevance in the prior years in an attempt to

increase students’ academic efficacy.

From this study, we have a better idea of which groups are most at risk to develop burnout and we can

aim to put systems in place to identify when a student is struggling. While a system of care, separate from

the academic sphere of the medical college, is in place, these findings can help to support existing
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services. While these services are available, it would be interesting to see the level of uptake among

students and to come up with a way to encourage students to self-refer if they feel they are suffering

unduly from burnout. Identification of these high-risk individuals would allow early intervention strategies

to take place in the medical school setting.

Measures directed at reducing the incidence of burnout could be offered, in an attempt to reduce the

potential negative consequences of burnout. Relatively simple methods such as increased physical

activity, mindfulness, group discussion and yoga are all elements that could be included in such a

program. The exact form that such an intervention would take is, however, beyond the scope of this

study.

In the author’s opinion, the recommendations outlined above, which have been based on our study

results, may decrease the incidence of burnout among medical students and enhance their experience of

medical education.
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